JESUS, LEAD THOU ON

1. Jesus, YOU lead us
   Until our rest we get
   And although way has no cheer,
   We will follow calm and with no fear.
   Lead us with YOUR hand
   To our home in heaven.

2. Maybe our way is dark,
   Devil is near,
   Let not fear and grief overcome us;
   Let not faith and hope forsake us;
   Because through much sorrow
   To heaven's home we must go.

3. When we seek get rest
   From some long hard grief;
   When temptations come near us,
   Make us patient and support us;
   Show us that bright place
   Where we weep no more.

4. Jesus, YOU lead us
   Till our rest we get.
   Heavenly leader, still lead us,
   Still support, rule and protect us,
   Till we safely stand
   In our home in heaven. Amen
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